GuestSafe 2001
The GuestSafe system is a fully integrated
visitor security solution for the medium sized
facility. GuestSafe acquires visitor metrics
and produces a unique security pass in
seconds. GuestSafe is streamlined to allow
maximum processing throughput.
GuestSafe is fast and easy to use. With our
one click or one touch pass printing, passes
are ready for use in seconds. The system’s
interface is intuitive and basic so anyone can
use it.

Automobile acquisition.

GuestSafe is fully capable of making use of
leading
edge
equipment.
This
allows
for
automatic acquisition of data and production
highly secure passes. With printing speeds of
900 documents per hour for paper stock, and
144 color cards per hour, there are no faster
ways.

Our printer technology is leading edge.

Picture shows premium edition.

GuestSafe has a minimum of 4 security detail
points to enter. These can include badge type,
identification,
point
of
contact,
and
destination.
GuestSafe can produce most types of passes.
Many varieties of passes are preprogrammed.
Some common examples include: photo id badges,
vehicle window tags, and equipment/parcel
security check labels.

GuestSafe stores all data collected in
performance networked database. This
for rapid recall of information. Our
tolerant design allows any terminal
promoted to be the “primary” incase of
fault.
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Backup and archiving of the system can be
scheduled and automatic. The high-resolution
image data is maintained until it is archived
to a lower resolution. Backup formats are
designed to be compatible with 3rd party
application, like MS Office™
The system uses 128-bit encryption. This level
of encryption prevents unauthorized access to
the
data.
Administrators
and
security
personnel have immediate access to real-time
reports generated by the system using only a
web browser. Report examples include visitor
photos by sector, vehicles per day, visitors
received by department per week.

Color and B&W card badges shown.

GuestSafe has capabilities of capturing extra
data for enhanced security. Extra channels of
acquisition allow for vehicle data to be
captured for security tracking.

GuestSafe is designed with integration to
legacy systems in mind. Let this system
replace your old system or just supplement it.
We use industry standard methods for database
development and security.
Our entire system is documented. Our user
manuals are designed with quick reference
section. The administrator manuals focus on
report
running
and
generation,
system
maintenance, and equipment replacement. Also

provided is a developer API, conforming to OSS
conventions.
GuestSafe is unparalleled when it comes to
user serviceability. The API allows for inhouse developers or consultants to extend the
system. This guarantees GuestSafe will outlive
any competitors system.
Or simplify every aspect of use, maintenance,
and scalability. Buy a support contract. Get
free upgrades. With on-call support staff,
Pyerotechnics Development, Inc. is committed
to making your experience as easy and simple
as possible.
Product versions:
• GuestSafe Premium – the most comprehensive
• GuestSafe Standard – the security standard
• GuestSafe Lite – just the basics
• GuestSafe Custom – tailored to you
GuestSafe
Lite
includes
one
point
of
acquisition, and one printer per terminal.
This package is designed for small enterprises
and lower security facilities.
GuestSafe Standard includes two points (photo
and document) of acquisition. Custom reports,
using
simple
to
use
reporting
language.
Support for a printer and card printer.
GuestSafe Premium has it all, 4 points (photo,
document, vehicle 1, vehicle 2/auxilary) of
acquisition.
Includes
a
touch
screen
to
simplify use. The system includes a duplex
printing card printer with magnetic strip or
smart card encoding. The system is capable of
automatic report faxing.
GuestSafe Custom is always exactly what you
need.
Call
or
write
your
local
sales
representative for more details:
+1 (410) 808-6646
sales@pyerotechnics.com
Pyerotechnics Development, Inc.
500 West University Parkway #1S
Baltimore, Maryland 21210

